JERRICA BOBADILLA
WEB DEVELOPER
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CONTACT

SKILLS

jerricabobadilla.me
Github: jlboba
LinkedIn: jerricabobadilla

(562) 714- 9355
jbobadilla27@gmail.com

HTML5/CSS | JavaScript | jQuery
Node.js |  Express | AngularJs
MongoDB | Mongoose | Ruby
Rails | PostgreSQL | SASS |  OOP

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
General Assembly Web Development Immersive
March 2017 - June 2017

Rivetr - HTML, CSS/SASS, JavaScript, AngularJS, Ruby on Rails, PostgreSQL, Node.js, Express

Rivetr is a twitter clone but tailored for language learners. Find users that are learning the
same language you are or are native speakers, follow them, reply to their posts, and share
your own posts all in the language you’re trying to learn. I built the front-end using AngularJS
to make AJAX requests to the backend API that I built using Ruby on Rails and a PostgreSQL
database.

Stocker - HTML, CSS/SASS, JavaScript, AngularJS, Ruby on Rails, PostgreSQL, Node.js, Express

Stocker is a stock market simulator that uses real stock data taken from a stockquote
Ruby gem. It allows users to create an account that will give them $10,000 to play with,
then generates a portfolio to keep track of the stocks they buy or watch. Stocker was built
with a group and uses an AngularJS and Express front-end, and a Ruby on Rails with
PostgreSQL backend.

Bitefinder - HTML, CSS, JavaScript, AngularJS, MongoDB, Mongoose, Node.js, Express

Bitefinder is a MEAN stack, single-page CRUD app powered by an external Zomato API.
It lets users find restaurants based on the user's location, or on any city they search and
allows them to pin locations and restaurants, and leave personal notes about them. This
app was built with a group utilizing AngularJS to power the front-end, and MongoDB to
power the back-end.

Mixtapes - HTML, CSS, JavaScript, MongoDB, Mongoose, Node.js, Express

Mixtapes is a full-stack, sessions-based, four model CRUD app built with MVC file
organization. It's an application that lets users create music playlists using YouTube
video links and discover music by listening to other user's playlists.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Waba Grill Temecula Pkwy
Customer Service Representative
April 2016 - January 2017

Worked front-of-the-house with a small team to ensure quality customer service and
orders in a fast-paced environment. Built loyal clientele by establishing good rapport
with customers. Quickly learned how to master the point-of-sale system despite
never working with one before.

EDUCATION
General Assembly
Web Development Immersive
March 2017 - June 2017

University of California Irvine
Courses in Chemistry
September 2012 - December 2016

